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About the Game 
In short Post Pandemic is a Post-Apocalyptic Battle Game with a light weight Role Play System. The game Is designed 
to fill the gap between fast paced battle games and story driven LARPs. this game is about survival. Food is the most 
important commodity. There are no mutants and no monsters that aren’t to their core human. Humanity and their 
capacity for faith and cruelty and the power of human will are at the center of Post Pandemic. The combat is a fast 
paced struggle to control as much territory or resources as your faction can. Each battle has meaning and the world 
around you changes based on your actions with no scripted endings. Control of the world is won by fighting for every 
inch of ground and every scrap of food. Game runners create locations and NPCs but the players are the story. Faith 
becomes a weapon in the hands of those dedicated to their service of a higher calling. Minor miracles can turn the tide 
of combat but faith has no prejudice and even those calling on dark masters find something to answer their call. I 
created this game to be changed and adapted by the players. The Rules are a starting point. And can and will be subject 
to update. When I say this game is for everyone I mean it, this game only works because of the people who play it.  

I feel any introduction would be incomplete without thanking Stephen King and George Miller who are far and beyond 
the biggest inspirations for this game. I can’t say enough to thank them. 



2033:
When the first victims of the disease (Cystic Hemorrhagic Fever, also
called The Endless Death, and The Culling) fell ill they had no idea
they had anything but the flu. C.H.F. presents with chills, body aches,
fever, cough, and headaches. It swept across the world leading the
CDC to believe it was a particularly virulent strain of influenza. The
second stage was more concerning. Patients then began developing a
dark an itchy red rash and dark purple cysts. The cysts were filled
with dark sludge like blood with a concentrated version of the disease
present inside. The cysts could be drained but any contact with the
fluid resulted in contracting the disease. Stage 3 was a game changer.
The infected fever would increase to a level sufficient to damage the
brain. Mania and dementia is unavoidable at this stage. The cysts at
this point become structurally weaker and can erupt at any amount of
pressure. Its hard to keep patients in bed at this point. It seems that
they have a desire to wander. They are resistant to most tranquilizers
and we have no idea what causes this. Stage 4 the infected become
dangers. The Fever has broken but the mental damage is intact.
Patients start to bleed from their mouth, eyes, ears and anus. Their
blood is extremely contagious. C.H.F. has a 98% mortality rate at this
stage. The 2% survivors are already brain damaged and develop
violent schizophrenia like delusions. The infected are dangerous but
far from zombie like creatures of movies and books. These people have some idea of who they were. 
Tool use and speech is not beyond them, though it is often insane ramblings or half remembered 
memories. Though rare these poor people do exist.
The Dead are often more dangerous. Those who succumb to the disease remain virulent well after 
death. The rotting of the corpse nebulizes the blood in the cysts making them landmines of infection set
off at the lightest touch.

The Military could do nothing. So many of the soldiers were infected before anyone knew something 
was wrong. There were no purges. While some weak barricades were attempted the world died quick 
whimpering in it's sick bed, or screaming and raving like mad men. The Infected walk the streets of 
dead cities like custodians of rot, keeping watch over a world they no longer understand.

2045:
 Less than 1% of the world’s population remains unaffected. Animals were not immune to C.H.F. Food is 
scarce and many people have turned to raiding or worse. In the woods, militias have started devolving into 
tribal communities. Some people have tried building new town far away from the corpse filled cities. 
Infected have claimed these once great metropolitan areas as their own and what few healthy humans remain 
hide in forests and mountains in small bands or growing communities. But the threat of infection still is
ever present. Who knows when the day will come that the disease will come riding in on the winds to finish what it 
started.



Membership:
Post-Pandemic is a members only game but don't let that scare you. When you submit your application, you are 
automatically approved as a provisional member if the player meets the requirements below. There is no fee to join 
however, some future events may have a fee with entry. No one who meets the player requirements will be turned away
unless they pose a risk to other players. Provisional members may not advance past level 1 until they meet full 
membership requirements. Any player who poses a risk to themselves, others, or the game as a whole may be 
suspended or banned permanently accordingly. Currently there are no membership dues or fees outside of event costs. 

Provisional Member Requirements:

A player must be 18 or 15 with their parents permission.
A player must sign a waiver provided by the game runners or have their parents sign it.
A player must make an attempt at a costume. Basic costume rules found in the costume rules section.
A player must sign a liability waiver.

Full Membership Requirements:

A Player Must show familiarity with all core rules of game play to a game runner in a one-time 
interview.
A Player must have their own basic equipment (swords, shields and any dart or disk shooting guns)
A Player Must have a piece of costuming that improves upon the basic game requirements for joining.
A Player must agree to follow rule zero at all times.
Full membership benefits:
 Access to all character levels, a vote on all rule changes, the ability to propose rule changes, and any 
other membership bonuses that are to be determined (T.B.D.) or amended.

Offenses that warrant expulsion:

Any of these, actions can result in termination of your membership. Infractions are not limited to this 
list. Physical assault,  bullying, sexual harassment, or reckless behavior that endangers others.
Also use common sense. Don't bring real weapons, or put yourself in real danger.



Rule 0: 

Be Nice: Your character doesn't have to be nice or friendly, but you
do. There will be no tolerance for racist, sexist, or LGBT-phobic actions from a 

player. This game is about having fun for everyone and anyone causing 
trouble will be asked to leave by event staff. No warnings aside from this.

Rule 1: 

You Are Wrong: There is no rule lawyering. If you are told no by 
the Game Runners that is it. They are Your D.M., your referee, and final 
judge on every rule question. If you feel a rule is enforced unjustly you 
can bring it up  to another game runner outside of the game, not on the 

field .

Important Terms:
Game Runner: people who volunteer to help run the game. Game runners all wear a triple red
diamond symbol to distinguish them from players.

Non-Com: A player who chooses not to take part in combat.

NPC: Non-Player Characters. They are important allies or enemies put in play by Game
runners that are important to the Story

Salvage: Items found in game that can be turned in for rewards or used to craft items using crafting skills.

The Salvager: The game runner in charge of salvage and gun loading.

Skills: Special abilities that set players apart from each other.

Town: Base camp for the game.

War Leader: A faction leader who is in control of the new player war band for each faction.

War Band: A war band is a group of players who form a sub-group in one of the 3 factions of Post Pandemic. Each war 
band needs a leader at least 2 followers, a theme, a name, and a symbol they wear together in battle. Each war band sets
it's own rules for joining, and it's own ranks and titles.



Combat:
Characters in Post-Pandemic are epic heroes though they may not know it. Players control the toughest and healthiest 
humans in the world. Disease couldn't kill them and violent gangs haven't managed to so far.Characters in play take 
quite a lot of damage to put in the ground. Each player has 5 health levels. As a player takes hits they become less able 
to fight. After taking 3 hits of damage, a player must fall to their knees. From their knees they may continue to fight but
may not stand unless another player role plays helping them move. Wounded players being moved may not fight until 
they are placed back on the ground. Players may also “knee walk” or drag themselves, but may otherwise not use their 
legs. When a player has been hit 5 times they die (See: death below)

Melee weapons must hit solidly and cleanly to be counted. Glancing or Taps do not count. However, a clean hit does 
not have to have extreme force behind it either. Any hit that could be felt
or acknowledged by a player counts. Each player calls their own shots
UNLESS a game runner steps in.Gun shot ricochets do not count with
PVP combat. Only direct shots count. However NPCs may sometimes take
the hit for the fun or role play value. This is at the discretion of the NPC.

A Player May:

Shield bash (including players on their knees)
Grab the non-striking area of an opponent's weapon

A Player May NOT:

Strike another player in the head with a melee weapon.
Shield charge (To keep peoples equipment safe lets just keep it to non-
moving shield strikes and bashes)
Tackle or grab another player.

Weapons and Damage:

We allow all standard foam battle/boffer game weapons. Weapons and
shields as all of the games have roughly the same standards aside from
weight requirements. Hard latex weapons may be used for costuming but
may NOT be used in combat.

Don’t have a weapon and want to build your own? We Use Bain’s Weapon
Tutorials (used with permission) as our game standard for weapons, shields, and arrows. 
https://roginclan.weebly.com/resources.html

A one-handed weapon is any melee weapon under 4 feet. One-handed weapons deal 1 hit of damage.

Two-handed weapons are weapons 4 feet and larger. Two-handed weapons deal one hit of damage but break shields in 
3 hits and armor based on type (See: armor below).

Shields may be wood or plastic core with 2.5 inches of foam covering the edges and face. Coreless shields made 
completely of foam may also be used. If a shield is broken it must be dropped until repaired. Any damage done to a 
broken shield that has not been dropped is done to the player as if it had hitthem directly. Shields may not flex easily 
into a “taco” shape.

Guns deal 2 hits of damage per shot, and break shields in 3 hits.
Bows must be recurve with a draw under 35 pounds.
Arrows deal 2 hits of damage, and affect armor based on type. Arrows have no effect on shields.

https://roginclan.weebly.com/resources.html


Arrow bounces do not count. Arrow glances do not count. Arrows my target a player’s head.

Thrown weapons deal 1 handed weapon damage and affect armor the same way. Thrown Weapons may be picked up 
and reused.

Huge thrown weapons require the Insanely Huge Weapon ability (See: skills below). This covers large items like 
barrels, anvils, or other super heavy objects normal people couldn't lift and throw. Huge thrown weapons deal 2 handed 
weapon damage and affect shields the same way.

All weapons must be inspected for safety before being taken on the field.

Weapon Safety Specifications:

All weapons must be safely padded using closed cell foam.

A safe weapon cannot cause actual injury including but not limited to bruising.

The blade/striking surface must have at least 2 inches of foam between the edge and the core.

No part of a weapon should be able to fit into an eye socket (about 2 and half inches).

Stabbing tips must be additionally padded to prevent injury. Open cell or dense foam is acceptable.

All striking surface of a weapon must be covered in cloth, plastidip, or a combination.
Weapons should not flex or whip with the exception of spears which can have a reasonable amount of flex.

All weapons pommels must be safely padded.

Weapons should not have wooden, metal or aluminum cores.

Game runners have final say on all safety concerns about weapons.

Long handled weapons such as spears, axes, or similar must be at least 2/3's covered with at least a single 
layer of foam.

Stabbing tips for spears must be specially padded as they are designed for stabbing only. Specifications 
can be found in Bain's Weapon Tutorials. 

Thrown weapons must be coreless (with the exception of javelins) and not have an edge or protrusion that can fit in an 
eye socket (2.5” inch hole).

Huge thrown weapons should be built light enough that they won't actually knock someone completely off their feet. 
And other wise follow the normal rules of thrown weapon construction.

Death:

Characters killed in combat can respawn for the cost of 1 food. If a player cannot afford to respawn they must wait in 
the starting area until an ally can pay for them or 15 minutes whichever comes first. Players never remember what 
killed them. Its an unexplained medical mystery about being brought back. Only healthy non-infected players can 
respawn. If a character is executed by an NPC, infected, or starves to death they lose their character and must start a 
new one. If a player has another character with experience points they may also choose to play them instead.



Food: 

Food is the currency and driving goal of all players. Each day it cost each player 1 food to stay healthy. If a player has 
no food for 24 hours they start to take hits worth of damage until they starve to death (Starving is a perma-death and 
one of the few ways a character can permanently die in the game. The others are being infected with C.H.F., or 
execution detailed later). Food also fuels a player’s abilities in game and is a precious resource. Food has weight to it 
(Each unit of food weighs about as much as a large can of beans). A Player may carry 20 food max at any given time to 
represent the weight which is a back pack full of large cans of beans. It is not fun to carry. Food can also be used to 
avoid infection at the cost of 5 food. This can be modified by equipment and abilities.
 
When a player uses food to fuel an ability they should turn their spent food into the closest game runner, or salvager 
either at the end of combat, or at your re-spawn. We function on the honor system in which each player will keep track 
of their skill costs.

Armor: 

A full set of armor is if a player has their torso covered or their arms and legs are at least 75% covered. Simply wearing 
leg pads is not enough to be considered armored. Armor gives one-time protection and does not regenerat unless 
repaired. Armor is also restored when respawning.

Armor Level one: 

Sports pads/aluminum/leather. While they offer no protection from guns sports pads can offer some minor protection 
from melee weapons. A Leather Jacket with enough reinforcement with extra leather also counts as armor at this level. 
Plastic/aluminum armor stops a single blow from any 1 handed melee weapon. *(This level of armor also covers well 
made EVA costume armor or any material not listed otherwise. Also note we hit harder than lightest touch larps, make 
sure you don't mind your armor being damaged, or make sure you can fix it on the fly. Pro tip: zip ties)

Level two: 

Metal Armor. From medievalist chainmail to cobbled together home brewed street plate, metal offers more protection 
from melee weapons. Metal armor stops two one handed melee hits or one two handed weapon hit.

Level three: 

Modern body armor. This level of armor must be bought in game and costumed appropriately. Functions as level 2 
armor and stops a single gunshot.

Level 4: 

Special armor, sometimes players may come across special armor in the game either made of extraordinary material 
(Full 6 in 1 titanium chainmail and advanced military armor.) This armor can only be earned in game. It stops 2 one 
handed hits, it stops 2 handed hits as if they were one handed or 2 gun shots.

Gas Masks: 

As noted elsewhere, gas masks, or similar full-face protection (eyes, nose and mouth), lets a player pay a reduced food 
cost (3 food) when avoiding infection from direct contact.Gas masks (Unless modified) do not count as helmets.

Helmets: 

Helmets prevent all damage to the head from any ranged weapon. Keep in mind Melee weapons may not be used to 
strike another player in the head. Helmets cover what they cover. If you are shot in the back of the head and your 
helmet doesn't cover it, you still take damage. 



Armor Safety:

Armor may not have sharp edges, spikes or protrusions that can ruin weapons or cause damage to a player. All armor is 
subject to game runner’s discretion.

Guns: 

Guns are plentiful, bullets are not. Starting off a player can carry a max of 10 rounds LOADED for one gun at a time. 
Once shot, bullets must be collected and returned to the salvager at which point the 
player may reload their gun. You may not reload your gun in the field. This concept is to keep it feeling
like you have to conserve ammo. Higher ammo capacity can be bought with experience.
If a player does not choose to start with a gun, or chooses a profession that doesn’t allow starting with 
a gun, a gun can be purchased for 15 food from a game runner. Guns do not come with ammo.
Any nerf (or similar) non-automatic gun that fires standard darts or disks may be used. Full auto 
guns or multiple projectile weapons like shotguns, are reserved for NPCs. With ammo being limited by player sure you 
can get the biggest Gun in the line but you won’t have access to endless rounds of ammunition.

If a player comes into possession of more ammo than they can use Ammo found in game can be traded 
or sold. Do You have more ammo than you can use. Ammo found in game can be traded. The Salvager often sell food 
at the cost of 10 Ammo per unit.

Costuming: 

Players are encouraged to come up with as wild of a costume as they like. But we don't want people in just their street 
clothes. Your costume needs to reflect your character. A simple costume would be a painter’s mask, suitably damaged 
or overly repaired pants, and shirt. If playing a Lawless you are expected to have an above average costume. The 
Lawless are wild and barbaric street sign armor, bloody fetishes and trophies are appropriate. (Pictures to Come with 
Examples)
However the absolute minimum requirement is dirty/damaged pants, and a shirt. Home made repairs are encouraged. It 
doesn't matter if you can't sew well, it looks ever better. We ask players to avoid band t-shirts, This is our one and only 
request. The reason is we just want to remove the game world 
from the real world.

Combat Headbands: 

One of our goals with Post Pandemic is that everyone should be able to play. And while we incorporate combat sport 
elements that shouldn't keep people with health concerns completely sidelined.

Players not wearing headbands are regular heavy combatants and can fight normally. Mind you even normal fighters 
aren't tuned to hit as hard as some other combat games. The Goal isn't to cause pain, or hurt other players intentionally.

White head bands denote a non-combatant. Non-combatants should always move out of the way of fighting. Simply 
lightly tagging a non-combatant "kills" them. Non-coms are Immune to execution.

Pink head bands are for light combat players. They are players with minor health concerns that may not be able to 
handle a lot of aggression in combat. Players should "pull their punches" so to speak when fighting a light combatant. 
Light-coms get the normal amount of wounds, just might not be able to handle a shield bash, or heavy hits.

Some battles may be heavy fighters only, though there will be simultaneous out of combat activities. This is to ensure 
regular combatants get to go full steam without having to watch for head bands. During pit fights players with head 
bands will only be matched up against other light com fighters.

A player may switch head bands during play as they feel more/less comfortable or more/less able to fight. The only rule
is head bands must be changed in town and cannot be switched right before combat or during adventures outside of 
town.

Characters do not see headbands and should not refer to them in character.



Levels: 
 
There are 5 potential levels a player can achieve. Levels are based of of your total spent experience. Skills are not 
directly tied to your level, however some actions in the game may require a player to be an X level profession to 
attempt. For example Rax is a 3rd level with advanced repair mechanic carrying 8 salvage. Rax comes across an in-
game generator that requires a 2nd level mechanic with advanced Repair and 3 salvage to repair. Rax easily surpasses 
the requirements to repair the generator.

Level one 0- 30 Experience
Level two 31- 60 Experience
Level three 61- 90 Experience
Level four 91- 120 Experience
Level five 121- 150 Experience

Provisional players may not advance past level one.

Once a player has spent 150 experience they have reached level cap and may not spend any more 
experience unless the level cap is raised.



Making a Character:

1  Choose a Faction:

While humans are a species of shades of gray, humanity has arranged itself into 3 loose factions trying to survive. Each 
faction has an Over all theme listed below.

The Survivors: The Survivors are less an organization and more a lose agreement among 
people to try and hold onto whatever is left of the humanity of the old world. They seek to build the old world from the 
ruins. They work hard to build towns and settlements with laws and rules, Sure it's home to thieves and violent raiders, 
but they have lines. Ideas like slavery, and meaningless bloodshed have no home among The Survivors. Groups of 
survivors don't always get along but they are at least willing to give it a try before the bullets start flying. Within the 
survivors is little sub-factions/groups/cliques can potentially be found. In these groups they usually have their own 
collective goals, but this does not guarantee complete cooperation from all members. All survivors wear a green 
armband to signify to others they are at least willing to talk first, shoot second.

Theme: order and history: Like we said there are bad individuals in The Survivors but in the end everyone wants order.
They prioritize rebuilding towns and roads. The things we left behind. 

Example of Common Members: Survivalists, Ex-Military, Average Citizens, Architects   

The Lawless: Those who use their strength to crush others under their feet. The Lawless only care about 

surviving at the expense of others. Why work hard when you can kill a man, take his gear, and eat what’s left? The 
Lawless are the mortal enemies of Survivors. The Lawless often tie yellow bandannas over their mouth or around their 
neck to mock the Survivors armbands. Traps are often used by the Lawless, some strategies utilized by The Lawless to 
lure others into said traps using victims as bait, or posing as the victim. The Lawless don't build, they conquer and 
augment. They love nothing more than taking over settlements and turning them into twisted reflections of the stability 
they once represented. The Lawless revel in chaos and express it in everything they wear. Playing a lawless requires a 
costume that expresses their wild nature. Skulls, chains, wildly painted armor are common.

Theme: chaos and dominance: The Lawless are a base simple people driven by the desire to dominate and destroy 
anything in their path. 

Example of Common Members: Criminals, Cannibals, Violent Psychopaths, Dark Cultists

Outsiders:  Once The Outsiders were the lonely and desperate. Distrusted by either of the larger factions. But The 
Outsiders have grown in recent years, what was once a collection of misfits and the broken has now become a 
movement. The unwanted have found a community of their own. And a level of compassion has settled in that few else 
experience. The mentally broken find food and a place at their fires. Those that are driven out find a relatively safe 
place to lay their head. No one wanted them. Now they support each other. Rebuilding a broken world and oppressive 
systems is a load of crap, so are blood thirsty psychopaths. There is peace if finding your own path. The Outsiders will 
make their own way. All members of The Outsiders either were driven from the other factions, or chose not to join one. 
The Outsiders have perfected a nomadic existence that abhors the world of the past and wants nothing to do with it. 

Theme: freedom and suffering: The Outsiders are looking for a way to build a new world with compassion and true 
freedom for all people. No kings or queens. No gates or gate keepers. But an air of sadness follows with them like a 
dark cloud. 

Example of Common Members: Exiles, Mercenaries, Punks, Revolutionaries



2  Choose Your Post Pandemic Name

In the new world many people still use their characters given name. Survivors who 
have left their old lives behind sometimes choose pseudo-tribal names, or other nickname to navigate 
the world with. There are still plenty of johns and janes and jeremys and jimmies in the world especially among the 
Survivors, but The Lawless however are often more colorful adopting names that reflect their new life, like 
psycho ed, or gut ripper or viscous veronica.

3  Choose a Profession:

Professions: Professions unlike classes in other games, professions do not set how your character will 
grow. Your profession simply outlines how you have survived since The Endless Death happened. You 
will be able to choose any skill you want to flesh out your character later. Your profession also dictates 
your starting equipment.

Raider: The basic fighter of a group. Their job is to go into areas others fear to tread. Tougher 
than an ox, faster than a snake. While at their core they are fighters, raiders often learn skills associated 
with criminals of the old world, lock picking, and stealth are common choices. Start with armor 1 
(armor must be worn to count), and 2 one handed weapons, 1 two-handed weapon, or a gun with 10 
rounds and 1 one handed weapon, 5 food

Hunter: While other search for scraps of what’s left of the old world hunters are adept at using their natural 
surroundings and gathering food from it from elk to berries hunters will find the best and take it for themselves and 
trade what’s left. Starts with Camo 1 (Camo allows a player once per day to 
“disappear” into a wooded area that they cannot be spotted or tracked in. Simply wearing camouflage 
gear does not confer this ability, this is an in-game ability), ranged weapon (A bow and arrows or a gun 
with 10 rounds) and 5 Food

Medic: While others are searching for food, some bring it to you. A medic trades their services for 
food and their services are in high demand. Medics aren't afraid to get their hands dirty however. When 
word of a stash of medicine has been found a medic will face down the meanest raider. Starts with 
Basic Healing  (Basic Healing  allows the player to spend 60 seconds tending to a wound. The target of the ability
heals one hit worth of damage. This ability costs 1 Food), 1 handed weapon and 8 food

Mechanic: Electricians, plumbers and, gear heads of all sorts. Anyone who can sling a wrench can find work and 
work means food. Everyone needs something fixed and you are the type of person to get it done. Starts with Basic 
Repair (Basic Repair allows a player to repair damaged armor or a shield. The item cannot be worn while being 
repaired and the player must role play the repair for 1 minute. This ability cost 1 food), 1 handed weapon, and 8 food

Merchant: You’re not the sit around town type. There is food and profit to be had for the right 
person with the right dreams and that person is you. You need bullets? You got ‘em. You need armor? 
You're the person to see... If you can get your hands on it first. Merchants start with no armor or 
weapons but may start with 8-gun rounds. Level 1 armor for sale or personal use (Armor for sale does 
not need to have a Phys Rep just a card with your character name that can be turned into a Game 
runner) and 8 food.



4  Choose Your Role Play Abilities

There are 6 role play stats that can be used in non-hostile situations: Seduce, Intimidation, Charm, 
Knowledge, Negotiate, Deception.

Seduction: Be sexy for fun, fame or favors!

Intimidation: Scare off the weak, or impress competition!

Charm: Too cute too shoot? Or too slick to catch?

Knowledge: Uber book worm, you always know a little about a lot.

Negotiate: Prices or hostages, it’s all the same to you.

Deception: I mean it’s just lying.

All abilities start at 1. If you have a 1 in an ability you cannot attempt to use it. Once you buy a point 
to raise your ability to 2 you gain access to using it.

All role play stats are rated 2-10 all players carry playing cards 1-10 in kind. Now say you are trying to 
intimidate someone. Your intimidation is 6 theirs is a 4 you pull out 1-6 they pull out 1-4 you each 
shuffle and draw a card. Highest card wins the challenge. If I tie occurs each player sets that card aside 
and draw again and a 1 always loses. In the case of both players drawing 1's a game runner will step in and really ruin 
your day. The Game runner will devise an embarrassing result for both players.
Each Player gets 5 points to spend on RP skills at level one. 1 additional point can be bought for 5 
experience.

5  Choose Starting Skills

Some skills are common feats that players have learned along the way, some of them are quite energy 
draining and require eating food to power them.

Starting Skills: All Players choose 3 starting skills from the following list. Each player may buy one more of these 
skills later at the cost of 10 XP, however you may not have more than 4 of these abilities on one character.

Back Stab: When you want to strike at an opponent's weak spot with a melee weapon this is the skill for you. A player 
makes a one-handed attack to the back of an unaware opponent that ignores Level 1 and 2 armor. Player must announce
back stab while making the attack.
Cost: Free

Pick Locks: Allows a player to pick any level 1 lock with 1 minute of concentration. This ability should be role-played 
appropriately.
Cost: Free

Shield Training: You're not some lump hiding behind a door, you took the door with you. You have knowledge and 
ability to use a shield. Buying this ability allows you to start the game with a 26 inch or smaller diameter shield. Shields
are broken by 3 hits from a 2-handed weapon, or 3 gunshots. You can use larger shields, but they require a onetime 2 
food cost to buy in addition to this skill.
Cost: Free/Always Active



Disease Resistance: You aren't immune to the disease, but it takes direct contact with the infected blood, or nebulized 
cyst spray to infect you. Any time you are exposed to the bodily fluids of an Infected you may spend 3 food to resist 
becoming infected (2 food if wearing a gas mask or similar full face protection).
Cost: 3 (Or 2) Food

Iron Stomach: You must be part billy goat because you can eat things that would make others sick. When turning in 
salvage players with this ability gain 1 extra food when salvaging to represent their ability to eat things other wont. 
(described later)
Cost: Free/Always active

Disarm Traps: A player has learned to disarm traps on crates and boxes. A player must spend 1-minute role playing the 
act.
Cost: Free

Climb: The player has the ability to scale simple walls with aid of rope. By placing a 5-foot piece of rope on a wall the 
player may scale and pass the wall (yellow roped off area will be used for scalable walls) with no problems. The player 
must always have rope with them to use this ability.
Cost: 1 Food

Advancing You Character 

Experience and Skills:

Every day of participation a player gets 1 experience point for simply playing. Players can also earn Experience from 
dealing with, or defeating NPCs. NPCs will carry experience cards with them they will hand out or that can be looted 
off the body. Each player can only receive one experience card 
from any one NPC.

Experience may be spent at the beginning of each event day. Experience can be spent to add new abilities to your 
character. Each skill on the list below has a listed price with some skills having advanced levels. You must buy all three
levels of a skill to have accesses to the third level.

Skills are broken into categories: defensive, combat, crafting, and faith

Defensive: These skills are best suited from low or Non-Com Characters or healers. Most of their abilities only function
when not carry any sort of weapon. Merchants and Medics are the Most Likely Profession to find these abilities useful 
not that either don’t count fighters among them.

Combat: Raider and Hunters why are you reading the other sections? This is the home of killing things dead. These 
skills augment your already impressive combat ability. The ability to wreck shields and gun down enemies are 
contained here. Other Classes welcome but you gotta put in the work.

Crafting: Medics and Mechanics will find these skills the most useful in their day to day lives, or when their lives are 
on the line. Crafting contains the skills to brew poison, create healing items, and repair and build items. Also, Expert 
Training in Lock Picking, and Disarm Traps can be found here.

Faith: While people might argue that the effects of these skills are the result of adrenaline, psychic ability, or as the 
Faithful claim: The will of a higher power. The fact is there is no wrong answer. Some people whose faith has pulled 
them through The Culling have some… extra help through nothing more their Believing in Something. Very few people
have the strength of faith these people maintain daily. (Any faith may be used but be respectful in whatever you 
choose)



Skill List:

Defensive
Fair Escape  – 5 xp – Once per day while not carrying any sort of weapon, your character can retreat 
from combat directly back to base without being pursued by an NPC. The player announces fair 
escape loudly to activate the ability. Any salvage and quest items must be dropped. This ability cannot be used while a 
player is wounded and on their knees.
Cost: 3 Food

Pocket Sand – 10 xp - You are a coward, so much so you walk around with a pocket full of sand, salt, or ground glass 
(This Needs no Phys rep for safety). This ability functions similar to Fair Escape with the added bonus of being able to 
keep all of the players carried salvage and loot. The user may not be carrying any weapons and may do nothing else but
flee from combat. The Target of Pocket sand may not move until announcing loudly "clearing my eyes." Twice while 
rubbing their face. The the victim of pocket sand is immune to similar skills or stun abilities for the remainder of 
combat. Pocket Sand is a one use ability and may be recharge at the Salvager at the cost of 3 food.
Cost: 3 Food to charge, but no cost to activate

Play Dead  – 10 xp – It’s not that you can slow your heart beat. You’re not the best at holding your breath. But for 
whatever reason with a little blood on your face, you can play a pretty mean cadaver. Once per day when taking 
damage, you can drop to the ground and play dead. People can search you, poke at you but for all purposes treat you as 
assuredly dead (It is considered a rule infraction to stab dead players “Just in case”). This ability can be used while 
armed.
Cost: 1 Food

Improved Play Dead - 10 xp – So long as you are not carrying weapons you may now use Play Dead twice per day.  
The Player cannot be armed and use this ability and still get a second use.
Cost: 1 Food

Professional Scavenger – 8 xp - Guns and weapons just get in the way. You know how to dig through the dead and 
diseased with less chance of infection. So long as you are not carrying weapons you can crawl through dangerous area 
few others could safely.
Cost: 2 Food

Basic Healing (EMT) – 6xp – As the Medic starter ability of the Same name. You know a lot more then just bandaging
a wound.

Improved Healing (Nurse)  – 12 xp – Your Healing Ability Now Heals 2 hits worth of Damage per use. You either 
were a Nurse or have the same level of training. (Medic do not need to buy Basic Healing from the crafting tree to buy 
this skill)

Veteran Healing (Doctor) – 20 xp – Your Healing ability now heals 3 hits of damage per use and cleanses any venom 
or toxins, but not CHF. You are a skilled surgeon with the skills and talent to prove it.



Combat
Camo – 3 xp – Same ability as described under Hunters. Players must
actually be wearing 
camouflage, ghillie suit, or similar.

Improved Camo  – 6 xp – Ability may now be used 2 times per day.

Veteran Camo  – 9 xp – Camo ability may now be used 3 times per day.

Increased Gun Ammo – 10 xp - You gun can now hold 15 shots if your gun
cannot hold 15 shots you can pre-load extra magazines. Extra ammo must be
loaded in magazines or displayed openly.
Cost: Free/Always Active

Vaulted Shield – 10 xp –  Your shield is tougher than normal. It takes one
extra hit from shield destroying weapons. You Must Mark your shield with a
yellow diamond (A sticker is fine so custom covers are not needed).
Cost Free/Always Active

Epic Riot Shield – 20 xp – Your shield is either technologically advanced or
so heavily reinforced youshield is Immune to Gunfire. However, it can still
be broken as Normal by an Insanely Huge Weapon (as Per The Ability of
that Name).
Cost Free/Always Active

Insanely Huge Weapon – 15 Xp – You are insanely strong. Because of this
any swung weapon over 6 feet in length breaks shield with one less hit. A
normal shield is broken in 2 hits and a vaulted shield in 3. insanely huge
weapons must be marked with yellow tape to show this ability is active. The
Player must announce huge weapon when striking. Spears never count as
insanely huge.
Cost Free/Always Active

Impale - 10 xp – Sometimes you don't want to kill your enemy, so you've
learned a nasty little trick to leave your wounded enemies pinned to the
ground. When dealing a killing blow, you may declare impale, which will
leave you foe immobile but very much alive, and ripe for interrogation
pinned bleeding to the ground. The target cannot move until freed or healed
or after 3 minutes pass at which time they bleed to death. Impale can only be
use with a melee weapon.
Cost: 1 Food

[Currently Play Testing] Flaming Arrows – 10 xp -  Your skill with archery has lead you to working with prepared 
arrows ready to be lit. Flaming Arrows cause double damage to infected, and may have situational abilities based on 
scenarios game runners will inform players of that before hand. A player cannot prepare a fire arrow ahead of time and 
store it for later. It must be “lit” just before firing. The Archer take an arrow and “lights” it by tying a red ribbon to the 
arrow. The Archer should Call Flaming arrow when firing. 
Cost: 1 food



Maim – 15 xp – Maim is a brutal skill that puts the target at a marked disadvantage. A player may strike another player 
in the leg and declare Maim. The target of maim instantly drops to their knees even if they have received no other 
damage. Maim deals it's normal one hit of damage. Maim wears off instantly when healed or at the end of combat. 
Maim ignores level one and two armor.
Cost: 2 food

Berserking – 20 xp – Just like the Viking warriors of legend you can tap into a berserk battle rage that is so potent it 
rivals the abilities of the faithful. A berserker never falls to their knees when wounded in combat, after receiving their 
3rd wound, the Player automatically enters a berserk state, they may not use shields during this rage and must drop one 
if they carry one and must continue to fight until all enemies are dead, or they are killed themselves. The berserker 
remains in a berserk trance for 5 minutes after combat ends If anyone touches or tries to touch or quickly approach the 
berserker during this time the berserker will attack them as if they were an enemy.  Berserking requires both role play 
and a high physical demand from a player taking this skill. Because of the power of berserking a berserker can never 
take the faith Skill, or be brought back to life by any means other than normal respawning. Beserkers never carry guns 
or ranged weapons other than throwing weapons.
Cost: Free/Always Active

CRAFTING
Basic Repair – 5xp -Same as the mechanic starting ability

Advanced Repair -10 xp -Repair can now be preformed on worn items at the same time requirement. Also the Player 
may repair small in game engines, or technical challenges.
Cost 1 Food

Master Craftsman (Veteran Repair) - 15 xp – You can now repair unworn Items at
the speed of 30 seconds, and fix larger in game engines, and more complex technical
challenges. 
 
Anti-Venom – 10xp – Once per day you can produce a single vial of anti-venom.
Despite it's name it will cure any venom or poison effect instantly.
Cost: 1 Food

Basic Poison – 10 xp - By combining plant and chemical salvage found in game, a
Player may craft a 10 second stun Poison with the same effect as stun, or a 10 second
hallucination poison that causes the 
player to wander disoriented for 10 seconds That may be applied to arrows. When
firing the poisoned 
arrow, the Player must call out the type of poison they are using (i.e. “10 Second Stun
Poison!”). The 
poison is spent as soon as the arrow is fired, and is negated by being blocked with a
shield. Poisons 
may also be applied to food or beverage.
Cost: 1 food per dose of Poison

Advanced Poison  – 20 xp - The Player may now create more potent poisons from the
following list: 20 second stun poison, 20 second hallucination poisons, or 1-minute
death poison That if not cured killed the target in 60 seconds.
Cost 2 Food Per Dose

Neuro Poison – 15 xp – While creating and using neuro poison functions as other poisons it is potentially the most 
powerful and requires special training to learn. This ability requires both poison skills to learn. A Player hit with neuro 



poison is completely immobilized when struck and cannot move again until an anti-venom is used, or a player has been
healed 3 times by a trained healer. Or they are killed of course.
Cost 3 Food Per Dose

Advanced Lock Picking  – 6 xp – Your character can pick more complex lock on doors. You must have the pick locks 
starting ability to buy this skill.
Cost 1 food

Advanced Disarm Traps – 6 xp – Your character can now disarm larger more complex traps. You must have the 
disarm traps starting ability to buy this skill.
Cost 1 Food

Faith 
Faith – 30 xp - Faith is special. No one can start with Faith, it
must be earned in game with a combination of role play and
experience points. Faith is the greatest example of a player’s
total devotion to their Faith of their choice. This ability offers
no other ability other than it allows your character to now
purchase further abilities in the Faith Skills list. While it may
seem odd to allow The Lawless access to these abilities, even
their dark and twisted faithful can call upon their own bloody
gods in combat and are rarely disappointed. Blood rites are
rewarded as evenly as the prayers of the pious when the
devotion is the same.
Cost Free/Always On

Bulwark of Faith – 15 xp – Nothing will keep you down
when those under your protection are in danger you can push
yourself further than a normal person. Upon receiving a hit
that kills your character once per day you can call Bulwark of
Faith. You can stand and fight as normal until you are hit again
which kills you as normal. This ability has a cost, even if you
are victorious against your enemies, when you can find
nothing else to attack you die as per normal rules.
Cost 2 Food

Wounded Shaman – 15 xp – With this ability a truly selfless healer can bring a dead play back to life by praying over 
their body for 2 minutes. This ability is extremely taxing and drains the life of the user as well. The Player is returned to
1 health for every 2 hit for of health the healer user sacrifices. The healer may not heal these wounds until they return to
base, and a healer who died while using this ability cannot be raised by this or any similar ability.
Cost 3 Food + Health

Armor of Faith  – 15 xp – The faithful with this ability have no need of earthly armor, their faith wraps them in an 
aura of unusual luck. Bullets miss their mark, weapons slip to the side. To reflect this the Player has 1 extra hit before 
they fall to their knees wounded. The faithful cannot wear any other  armor.  The Player must wear a white armband 
with a red diamond to denote this ability.
Cost 1 Extra food per day in addition to normal daily rations

Advanced Armor of Faith – 30 xp – The faithful’s connection to their power and their armor of faith now offers 2 
extra hits.
Cost Same as Armor of Faith 1



Holy Stun – 15 xp – Once per day calling on all the power of your faith you can use your shield to stun an opponent 
for 5 seconds. The Player announces stun loudly and bashes with their shield. The target is stunned for 5 seconds that 
they count out loudly (1 pandemic 2 pandemic and so forth), This ability requires a shield.
Cost: 4 food

Guide My Hand – 30 xp – In moments of extreme stress, when the shit hits the fan some faithful can call on this 
potent ability to help defend themselves by weakening their enemy. This blessing only affects ranged weapons, but the 
next shot fired from a gun or blow will destroy a shield in one shot, or completely destroy a targets armor, including 
NPC Super Heavy Armor. The player must announce blessed shot when firing. This power can only be used once per 
day.
Cost 3 Food

Optional: Flaws

Flaws - Each player may optionally take a flaw from the following list. Flaws must be role played at all times. If a 
player continues to role play their flaw effectively they can earn extra experience at the end of the event. Each player 
may only choose one flaw, though other flaws may get applied through the course of the game.

One Eye - The player has lost an eye in some way, or maybe even been born without one. The player must wear an 
eye-patch or other covering that prevents sight out of that eye. The Eye-patch must stay in place at all times while in 
game.

Crippled Leg – A player cannot run or walk properly. The player must lock one of their legs and drag it behind them 
while walking or running at all times while in game. The reason for this injury is up to the 
player.

One Arm - The player is missing an arm from an accident or purposeful amputation. The player must hide their arm or 
leave in laying limp at their side at all times unable to use it for combat in any way.

Hysteria - The player has a mental condition that is agitated by combat. Whether it's a form of PTSD, or a panic 
disorder your character is useless in melee combat. The Player must flee from any sort of melee conflict. Players may 
use ranged weapons for self-defense but even then, they are terrified and shaken.

Hypochondria - This is the fear of getting a serious disease, and it is extremely common in the Post Pandemic world. 
Players with hypochondria cannot in any way handle dealing with the Infected. The idea of even being close to one 
sends the player into a panic attack. Similar to hysteria the player cannot enter ANY kind of combat with the Infected. 
You are also a germaphobe to the extreme, a raccoon washes their food less than you.

Nyctophobia - Fear of the dark, but in the most extreme case. You cannot be in a dark area without a flashlight. You 
cannot do it. And if you a room becomes dark unexpectedly you can take no other action but flee and cannot reenter 
that area for 5 minutes.

Unbearably Gloomy/Happy - You suffer from an extreme personality. If you choose gloomy... you are the saddest 
unluckiest person in the world. Everything is terrible, and you will spend every second of the day telling people about 
it. You are the perpetual downer. You never smile, and never see the bright side. On the flip side unbearably happy 
people seem great and very upbeat when you first meet them and from every second then on. Nothing has a down side 
there is always hope and you can't stand when people don't see the silver lining. You will explain and talk and tell them 
why the world is so great, until one of them tries to shoot you... most people try and shoot you.



NPC Rules and abilities:

LETHAL NPCS:
Lethal NPCs have the ability Execute which is capable of permanently killing your character. At the end of combat if a 
lethal NPC survives it may execute any player it killed during combat at a number decided by the Game Runners. If a 
Lethal character is Killed however any players, it killed may respawn as normal. The executed player must then roll a 
new character. Lethal NPCs are rare and extremely powerful. These characters exist to prevent players from ever 
feeling like they can just keep throwing themselves into the meat grinder with no regard for their characters life. At the 
end of combat a lethal NPC will call a “dead freeze” Which prevents players from repawning as they executes their 
victims. 

SUPER HEAVY ARMOR:
Super heavy armor is an ability given to NPCs that represents armor more powerful than anything available to players. 
Only monstrously powerful NPCs are strong enough to wear this armor and move. Super heavy armor is immune to all 
bullets and arrows. Only up close 2 Handed and insanely huge weapons can damage the armor by targeting joints and 
weak spots (Any 2 Handed Melee Weapon hit counts).

INFECTED NPCS:
On occasion an infected NPC might join a game. Infected are humans that have survived CHF, who's brains have been 
fried by the Fever. The disease is still alive and well in the cysts left behind from the disease. These are not mindless 
zombies. They are very much alive human being who have been driven insane. Players touching an infected NPC must 
spend 5 food to resist getting ill, if they cannot they contract CHF. Players wearing a gas mask or full-face protection 
may pay a reduced rate of 3 food, to account for their protection. Infected NPCS are always deranged and violent. 
Often times they are harder to kill than a normal human as their brain doesn't register pain in the same way. There for 
after their normal first 3 hits, Infected never fall to their knees injured, they fight until killed.


